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ABSTRACT
This paper explores direct touch and manipulation techniques
for surface computing platforms using a special force feed-
back stylus named ImpAct(Immersive Haptic Augmentation
for Direct Touch). Proposed haptic stylus can change its
length when it is pushed against a display surface. Corre-
spondingly, a virtual stem is rendered inside the display area
so that user perceives the stylus immersed through to the dig-
ital space below the screen. We propose ImpAct as a tool to
probe and manipulate digital objects in the shallow region
beneath display surface. ImpAct creates a direct touch in-
terface by providing kinesthetic haptic sensations along with
continuous visual contact to digital objects below the screen
surface.

ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and pre-
sentation]: User Interfaces. - Haptic I/O

General terms: Design, Human Factors

Keywords: Direct Touch, Haptic Display, Touch Screen,
Force feedback, 6-DoF Input, Simulated Projection Render-
ing

INTRODUCTION
Surface computing has become very popular and fairly ubiq-
uitous. However, touch surfaces pose several limitations such
as limited 2D interaction space, lack of physical feedback
and other human factors(i.e. Fat finger problem). In real
world, “touch” is being able to probe, feel and manipulate
physical properties of the environment. However, current
computer surfaces are far from such a touch interface.

ImpAct is a tool which enables users to interact with sur-
faces using their natural affordances. Usage of ImpAct can
be analogous to manipulating an object inside a fish tank us-
ing a stick or a rod. As shown in Figure 1, ImpAct consist
of a scalable stem, making it possible to change its effective
length when it is pushed against a screen. Simultaneous to
these changes in the length of the physical stylus, a virtual
stylus is rendered inside the digital space below the screen
surface aligned to the axis of the physical stylus(Simulated
Projection Rendering). Movable stem of ImpAct is attached
to a force feedback motor to provide haptic sensation to users
when they interact with digital objects. From the perspective
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Figure 1: Left: Concept of ImpAct, shrinking physical
stylus along with growing rendered stem. Right: Image
of the prototype from a users perspective.

of user, it provides a visually continuous interface from the
physical world to digital world.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Design of ImpAct

Stem of ImpAct is created using two co-centric cylindrical
shafts, one hollow and the other solid. User holds ImpAct
by the outer tube(grip) allowing the inner shaft to be able to
move within the grip. Which eventually makes the physical
stylus to change its length. Back end of the moving shaft is
internally attached to a DC(Direct Current) motor via a rack-
pinion type transmission mechanism. This configuration is
shown in Figure 2. DC motor can restrict the movement of
the inner shaft, and also it can forcibly move the inner shaft
through the gear mechanism giving kinesthetic feedback to
user’s hand. Friction between tip of ImpAct and display sur-
face is sufficient to create a satisfying resultant force to make
a kinesthetic haptic display.

ImpAct is equipped with an accelerometer and a magnetome-
ter to calculate its orientation. These values along with the
coordinates of the touch point on the surface is used to ren-
der the virtual stylus inside the screen. In this prototype, we
assume a fixed viewing angle for graphics rendering. Im-
pAct does not require external tracking and also with its low
power consumption (max 250mA, average 60mA (active),
5mA(idle), 5V), it is well suited for mobile applications.
Current length change span of ImpAct is 5cm and maximum
force excreted is 6N.

Interaction Space and Applications

Shallow-depth 3D interactions for surfaces are introduced
in [2] and “above surface” [6, 3] and “below surface” [7]
techniques were explored. With ImpAct, user has a visu-
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Figure 2: Top: Internal architecture of ImpAct. Bottom:
Physical Prototype and CAD diagram.

ally continuous interface to digital space and a multidimen-
sional interaction possibilities with haptic feedback, which
is “through surface” interaction. Furthermore, unlike many
existing haptic styluses[5, 4], ImpAct makes a spatially co-
incident haptic and visual interface. This is what we referred
to as direct touch. Such interfaces can take the advantage
of strong spatial relationships between touch and vision in
human perception[1].

We developed different types of applications for ImpAct, in-
cluding general UI controllers, probing of digital objects,
manipulating objects and augmented reality applications. As
shown in Figure 3, we created UI controllers which can use
the z axis controls of ImpAct, probing applications to probe
dynamic digital objects. For an example heart beat of an an-
imal or vibrations of a vehicle. Figure 3 also shows a com-
puter billiard game where ImpAct is used as the cue. ImpAct
can used in the same way as the real billiard cue and haptic
sensation of impacts between balls and the cue are provided.

Furthermore, we created an interactive mobile augmented re-
ality application using ImpAct on iPhone. In this applica-
tion, users can manipulate doors and windows in a room and
puncher curtains (Japanese style paper curtains) of windows
to see through to the other side of the curtain.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
In this paper, we presented ImpAct and its capabilities as a
HCI tool to enable direct touch and manipulation for surface
computing. ImpAct combines visual and haptics stimulation
sources in to same spatial coordinates providing a much ef-
fective and affective interface. It is capable of creating non
trivial interaction possibilities and novel application scenar-
ios for surfaces, specially with 3D applications. Furthermore,
we are in the process of development of software applications
and second prototype of hardware system. We have identified
few limitations of the system, such as bulkiness of the pro-
totype, requirement for a button on the device and need for
head tracking to render perspectively correct graphics. We
are addressing these issues in our next prototype.

Figure 3: Sample applications of ImpAct. Left: Z axis
controls to pick between layered widgets along z direc-
tion. Middle: Probing application to monitor heart beat
of a CG human model. Right: ImpAct as cue to play
billiard.
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